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The information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources believed by AQR Capital Management, LLC (“AQR”) to be reliable. However, AQR does not make any representation or warranty, express 
or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or completeness, nor does AQR recommend that the attached information serve as the basis of any investment decision. This document has been provided to you solely for 
information purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities or other financial instruments, and may not be construed as such. This 
document is intended exclusively for the use of the person to whom it has been delivered by AQR and it is not to be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. For one-on-one presentation use only. Past 
performance is not a guarantee of future performance.  

This presentation is not research and should not be treated as research. This presentation does not represent valuation judgments with respect to any financial instrument, issuer, security or sector that may be 
described or referenced herein and does not represent a formal or official view of AQR. 

The views expressed reflect the current views as of the date hereof and neither the speaker nor AQR undertakes to advise you of any changes in the views expressed herein. It should not be assumed that the 
speaker or AQR will make investment recommendations in the future that are consistent with the views expressed herein, or use any or all of the techniques or methods of analysis described herein in managing client 
accounts. AQR and its affiliates may have positions (long or short) or engage in securities transactions that are not consistent with the information and views expressed in this presentation. 

The information contained herein is only as current as of the date indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes 
only. The information in this presentation has been developed internally and/or obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, neither AQR nor the speaker guarantees the accuracy, adequacy or 
completeness of such information. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. 

There can be no assurance that an investment strategy will be successful. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment which 
may differ materially, and should not be relied upon as such. Target allocations contained herein are subject to change. There is no assurance that the target allocations will be achieved, and actual allocations may be 
significantly different than that shown here. This presentation should not be viewed as a current or past recommendation or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. 

The information in this presentation may contain projections or other forward‐looking statements regarding future events, targets, forecasts or expectations regarding the strategies described herein, and is only 
current as of the date indicated. There is no assurance that such events or targets will be achieved, and may be significantly different from that shown here. The information in this presentation, including statements 
concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Performance of all cited indices is calculated 
on a total return basis with dividends reinvested. 

The investment strategy and themes discussed herein may be unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives and financial situation. Please note that changes in the rate of exchange of a 
currency may affect the value, price or income of an investment adversely. 

Neither AQR nor the speaker assumes any duty to, nor undertakes to update forward looking statements. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of AQR, the speaker or 
any other person as to the accuracy and completeness or fairness of the information contained in this presentation, and no responsibility or liability is accepted for any such information. By accepting this presentation 
in its entirety, the recipient acknowledges its understanding and acceptance of the foregoing statement. 
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Causes of Impatience



All investors have heard the message: past performance is not a good predictor of future performance

Many are aware of the argument that we may need decades of data to statistically distinguish luck from skill

Guided by what Daniel Kahneman mischievously called “the law of small 

numbers,” investors tend to:

• expect any long-run edge to manifest itself within a short period

• underestimate the role of sampling variation

• underappreciate the fact that any risky allocation invests in a distribution of outcomes 

(and underestimate the breadth of that distribution)

• misinterpret outcomes that stand out among many investments**

Investors underestimate the role of sampling variation (i.e., luck)

The Law of Small Numbers

7

** For example, the probability a given investment experiences a 10% loss is very different from the probability that one out of a portfolio of 20 diverse investments experiences a 10% loss – ignoring the context is an 
example of “narrow framing” bias.
Source: AQR; Kahneman and Tversky (1971), “Belief in the Law of Small Numbers.” Chart for illustrative purposes only.
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Research* has repeatedly shown that investors tend to feel the 

pain of losses more strongly than they feel the pleasure of gains

The more frequently investors review or rebalance their portfolios, 

the more likely they are to react to recent losses, potentially to the 

detriment of long-run returns

This phenomenon has been proposed as one explanation for the “equity premium puzzle”

It also applies more broadly to investor responses to recent performance 

When considering our own responses to performance, we have found it helpful to review some tangible 

examples to illustrate the likelihood of losses even among long-run winning investments

We present three such illustrations on the following slides

Pain of investment losses encourages short-termism and vice versa

Myopic Loss Aversion

8
* See for example Kahneman and Tversky (1979), “"Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under Risk,” and Benartzi and Thaler (1995), “Myopic Loss Aversion and the Equity Premium Puzzle.”
Source: AQR.



Statistical estimates of underperformance 

probabilities give a sense of how frequently investors 

may draw wrong inferences and prematurely 

deallocate 

For example, an investment with a decent Sharpe 

ratio of 0.4 (or an active manager with IR of 0.4) is 

expected to underperform

• in 24% of three-year evaluations

• in 10% of ten-year evaluations

Frequency of Underperformance for a Given 

Horizon and Sharpe Ratio 

9Source: AQR. Assumptions above based on a normal distribution. For illustrative purposes only. Please read important disclosures in the Appendix. 

Understanding the role of sampling variation

Illustration 1: How Often to Expect Underperformance
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During the last 30 years, Berkshire Hathaway’s 

rolling 3-year relative performance

• was negative for 37% of the time,

• and by double digits (annualized!) during three episodes

If the world’s most admired investor has such 

challenging episodes, how hard it is to be patient 

with others?

Rolling Relative Return of Berkshire Hathaway 

vs. S&P 500, 1988-2019

10

Source: Bloomberg, CRSP (for Berkshire Hathaway data), AQR. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Please read important disclosures in the Appendix. This does not constitute an offer or 
solicitation of an offer, or any advice or recommendation, to purchase any securities or other financial instruments, and may not be construed as such. An investment in the above security does not suggest the 
achievement of a profit or loss, realized or unrealized. 

But it would have been worth sticking with him

Illustration 2: Even Buffett Has Lagged for Long Periods
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Even if one conditions on ex-post top-quintile 

managers, many of those ex-post winners are likely 

to have experienced deep and extended drawdowns 

along the way

Looking only at top-quintile 10-year winning streaks 

from the past 20 years, we see that nearly a fifth 

included drawdowns (versus benchmark) lasting at 

least 2 years 

This is long enough for many investors to question 

their allocation, yet capitulating would have been an 

error

Length of Worst Drawdown for Ex-Post Top-

Quintile U.S. Equity Managers, 1999-2018

11

Source: eVestment, AQR. The data are from the eVestment database of institutional active managers in the US large-cap equity universe. We analyze the (overlapping) 10-year rolling active returns (excess returns 
over manager-specified benchmark) for all managers between 1999 and 2018, subject to filters for survivorship and backfill biases. We bucket all experiences into five quintiles based on 10-year active return, and 
then study the drawdown length (relative to benchmark) across managers in each quintile. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Please read important disclosures in the Appendix. 

But it would have been worth sticking with them

Illustration 3: Top Managers Can Have Long Drawdowns
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Consequences of Impatience



13Source: AQR. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. Please read important disclosures in the Appendix. 

In descending order of importance

Three Ways Impatience Could Hurt the Bottom Line

Missing out on 
long-run returns 
and/or diversifiers

• Returns are lost if investors capitulate from a long-run rewarded factor after a bad patch, 
and then mistime their re-entry, take insufficient risk, or never return

• Investors may also sacrifice diversification if they deallocate from diversifying investments, 
leaving them more exposed to future losses 

Costs and frictions
• Costs from excessive manager or strategy turnover

• Includes forfeiting the high-water-mark option in funds with performance fees

Headwinds from 
mean reversion

• Losses from performance-chasing are accentuated by any mean reversion over similar 
horizons



Loss averse investors may miss out on long-term rewarded exposures

They may disinvest after a bad experience, or never gain exposure 

for fear of such experiences

Realized losses are felt more keenly than the opportunity losses of 

missing out

By forgoing rewarded risks, loss averse investors increase the risk 

of not earning enough to achieve long-term goals 

• Best-known in the context of the equity premium: 3-6% annual ex-ante 

premium forfeited, based on historical evidence*

• Also applies to other market risk premia and alternative risk premia: 
1-6% annual ex-ante premium forfeited*

Impatience and loss aversion are likely to create opportunities for rational long-term investors

After bad experiences… or in anticipation of them

Missing Out on Potential Long-Run Returns

14

* For evidence of long-term risk premia, see for example: Ilmanen (2011): “Expected Returns” for evidence and intuition for major market premia and alternative return sources; AQR Alternative Thinking Q1 2019: 
“Capital Market Assumptions” for frameworks for estimating expected returns for equities, bonds and other asset classes; and Ilmanen-Israel-Moskowitz-Thapar-Wang (2019): “Factor Premia and Factor Timing: A 
Century of Evidence” for evidence of factor premia in U.S. and international equities, equity indices, government bonds, currencies and commodities. Hypothetical performance data has inherent limitations, some of 
which are discussed in the disclosures. 
Image source: Clker-Free-Vector-Images from Pixabay. 



Investors who forfeit HWMs should consider that new investments must outperform to compensate

For example, an investor in a strategy with a 10% performance fee who reallocates after a 10% drawdown 

should require any new investment to outperform by the 1.1% HWM value they give up (all else equal)

Value of HWM to Investor in a Hypothetical Strategy with 10% Performance Fee

An additional cost of impatience for strategies with performance fees

Cost of Forfeiting a High Water Mark

15Source: AQR. Chart is for illustrative purposes and does not represent any AQR strategy. Recovery returns are assumed to be net of any management fee, gross of performance fee.
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Goyal and Wahal* (2008) analyzes U.S. pension 

plan sponsors’ firing and hiring of investment 

managers

Replacing managers has been clearly procyclic (past 

laggards are replaced by past winners)

More interestingly, fired managers tended to later 

mildly outperform their hired replacements

U.S. Pension Plan Sponsors’ Hire and Fire 

Decisions, 1996-2003

16

* Likewise, Cornell-Hsu-Nanigian (2017) show that past 3-year winning mutual funds tend to lag past losers over the next 3 years. Related evidence also in Frazzini and Lamont (2008) and Stewart-Neumann-Knittel-
Heisler (2009). Note that evidence of mean reversion tends to be mild, and contrarian timing decisions may be no more profitable than performance chasing.
Source: AQR, Goyal and Wahal (2008). Goyal and Wahal’s sample of terminations consists of 869 firing decisions by 482 plan sponsors that withdraw almost $105 billion in mandates between 1996 and 2003. Since 
there are a multitude of complicated mechanisms by which firing and hiring decisions are coordinated, they build a sample of “round-trip” firing and hiring decisions manually. They identify 412 round-trip decisions 
between 1996 and 2003. They obtain data on the selection and termination of investment managers from three different sources: the “Tracker” database developed by Mercer Investment Consulting, the “iisearches” 
database created by Institutional Investor Publications, and electronic searches of articles published in Pensions and Investments (P&I). Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Past performance 
is not a guarantee of future performance. Please read important disclosures in the Appendix. 

Fired managers went on to outperform

Performance Chasing Has Harmed Returns
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Short-term momentum exists in both asset returns and manager alpha (in practice, best 

exploited in liquid assets, given the associated turnover)

Structural changes can hurt contrarian investors as well as patient ones who wait for 

performance normalization

• Patience may be reframed as inattention, neglect or failure to innovate

• Such structural changes happen but are rare  

The disposition effect implies investors may hold on to losers for too long

• Selling involves realizing losses, admitting original decision was wrong

• Such excessive patience is evident in some circumstances, but is not the dominant force in hiring and firing

Finally, assumptions may have changed (regarding underlying source of return, or manager’s capabilities in delivering it)  

• Likely to be the view of investors arguing for deallocation, and sometimes they may be right

• Possibility must be weighed against all the other considerations presented previously

Sometimes it may be right to capitulate

Perils of Too Much Patience

17Source: AQR. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Please read important disclosures in the Appendix. 



Potential Remedies for 
Impatience



For a given return, a smoother ride implies a higher Sharpe ratio

• This can be achieved in many ways, such as skillful investing and aggressive diversification*

More questionable ways to achieve (or appear to achieve) smooth returns:

• Illiquid assets that avoid mark-to-market pricing

• Strategies that tend to incur severe but very infrequent losses (so-called peso problem)

• Outright crime (Madoff’s returns were famously smooth)

The simplest way to seek to reduce potential losses is to take less risk

• In the extreme, cash gives very smooth but low returns

• This approach shifts risks from failing fast to failing slowly (by not earning enough to

achieve goals) 

We may be too patient with these questionable approaches, as failure only 

becomes visible quite slowly 

A smoother ride makes patient investing easier

Remedy #1: Smoother Returns

19

* Grinold’s fundamental law of active management points to some combination of skill and breadth. 
Source: AQR, Grinold and Kahn (2000), “Active Portfolio Management.” For illustrative purposes only. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. Please read important disclosures 
in the Appendix. 
Images: https://stockboardasset.com/insights-and-research/2018-bumpy-ride-energy-stocks/, http://www.refreshleadership.com/index.php/2015/07/anchor-companys-future-smoothsailing-tips/.

https://stockboardasset.com/insights-and-research/2018-bumpy-ride-energy-stocks/
http://www.refreshleadership.com/index.php/2015/07/anchor-companys-future-smoothsailing-tips/


20Source: AQR. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. Please read important disclosures in the Appendix.

Ensure decision makers are well-informed

Remedy #2: Education

Have realistic 
expectations 

• Decision makers should understand they invest in a distribution of outcomes, with long-term expected 
return being only the midpoint

• They should have realistic expectations on how frequently merely random bad outcomes can occur 
even for good investments

• Such outcomes are more likely when evaluating a large number of investments

Understand the 
strategic case

• Decision makers should understand the strategic case for any investment, looking beyond recent 
performance 

• They should understand the environments when underperformance is more likely, and the likely long-
term impact of capitulating during such episodes

• We believe conviction is best enhanced through some combination of empirical evidence and 
economic rationale

Tips for investors

• Discuss the long-run case for a given investment in depth with decision makers before committing to it

• Discuss the probability of losses and review expectations regularly during good times, to make 
negative surprises less likely

• Avoid overpromising



21Source: AQR. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. Please read important disclosures in the Appendix.

Review the portfolio broadly and infrequently

Remedy #3: Design an Effective Review Process

Review 
performance 
broadly 

• Helps guard against ‘line-item thinking’, which undermines diversification

• Typical casualties include the most capital-efficient investments and the most diversifying investments

• These are likely to sometimes stand out and invite proposals for deallocation – leaving the portfolio 
worse off 

Review 
performance 
infrequently

• Helps reduce myopic loss aversion, which undermines benefit of long horizon

• Boards that can take a long-term view are better able to harvest the equity premium – and other risk 
premia – than boards with a short-term focus

Tips for investors

• Present portfolio performance with less granularity, and present line items in terms of portfolio 
contribution rather than standalone performance

• If standalone performance must be shown, also report diversification statistics

• Focus reviews on as long performance window as possible, even if you must also include results for 
more recent (shorter) periods 



Focus on the big picture, don’t micromanage

• Many experts* agree that effective boards focus on strategic decisions instead of, say, individual manager fire/hire decisions 

Manage and minimize agency costs

• If the institution perceives itself as a long-horizon investor, the board should encourage patient behavior, not the opposite 

Understand the role of sampling variation

• A well-educated board is less likely to respond in a knee-jerk fashion

• It understands that we learn slowly from data, that luck can dominate outcomes even over multiple years, and that good 

investments can have bad patches 

Recognize the costs of impatience

• Encourage extensive due diligence before an investment is made, and patience and commitment after it 

Encourage education, effective review processes, and other patient best practices

Best practices to facilitate patient investing

Key Insights for Investment Boards and Committees

22
* See for example Koedijk-Slager-van Dam (2019): “Achieving Investment Excellence: A Practical Guide for Trustees of Pension Funds, Endowments and Foundations”.
Source: AQR. 
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This document has been provided to you solely for information purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer or any advice or recommendation to purchase any securities or other financial 
instruments and may not be construed as such.  The factual information set forth herein has been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable but it is not necessarily all-inclusive and is not guaranteed as 
to its accuracy and is not to be regarded as a representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or completeness, nor should the attached information serve as the basis of any 
investment decision.  This document is intended exclusively for the use of the person to whom it has been delivered and it is not to be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. 

There is no guarantee, express or implied, that long-term return and/or volatility targets will be achieved.  Realized returns and/or volatility may come in higher or lower than expected. 

Actual performance figures contained herein reflect the reinvestment of dividends and all other earnings and represent unaudited estimates of realized and unrealized gains and losses prepared by AQR .  There is no 
guarantee as to the above information's accuracy or completeness. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT A GUARANTEE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing 
investment losses.

There is a risk of substantial loss associated with trading commodities, futures, options, derivatives and other financial instruments.  Before trading, investors should carefully consider their financial position and risk 
tolerance to determine if the proposed trading style is appropriate.  Investors should realize that when trading futures, commodities, options, derivatives and other financial instruments one could lose the full balance of 
their account.  It is also possible to lose more than the initial deposit when trading derivatives or using leverage.  All funds committed to such a trading strategy should be purely risk capital. 

AQR Capital Management (Europe) LLP, a U.K. limited liability partnership, is authorized by the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) for advising on investments (except on Pension Transfers and Pension Opt
Outs), arranging (bringing about) deals in investments, dealing in investments as agent, managing a UCITS, managing an unauthorized AIF and managing investments. This material has been approved to satisfy UK 
FCA COBS 4. 

AQR, a German limited liability company (Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung; “GmbH”) , is authorized by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, 
„BaFin“) to provide the services of investment advice (Anlageberatung) and investment broking (Anlagevermittlung) pursuant to the German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz; “KWG”).The Complaint Handling Policy 
for German investors can be found here: https://ucits.aqr.com/.

Broad-based securities indices are unmanaged and are not subject to fees and expenses typically associated with managed accounts or investment funds. Investments cannot be made directly in an index. 

The S&P 500 Index is the Standard & Poor’s composite index of 500 stocks, a widely recognized, unmanaged index of common stock prices.
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